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Research approach aligned with best practice 

• Conducted in line with Polling Council and Code of Conduct of the Market Research Society

Markets  14 markets plus Hong Kong targeted based on RelaunchHK RFP and discussions with ISD 

Sample size  Over 11,000 – randomised sampling in line with international best practice to ensure statistical 
accuracy

Quantitative  Representative of the general population of university graduates in each country / city

Qualitative  Media; Investors; Business; Academics / think tanks; Rating agencies; Thought leaders

Ecosystem  ISD, Economic and Trade Offices, international chambers, quasi-government bodies

Method  Online polling (20 min surveys) and depth interviews (30-35 min)

Margin of error  Only 1.6% - 2.2%

Quotas and weighting  Quotas for gender, age, region and weighting measures applied to ensure that samples for each 
country / city were representative of the full adult population



Key findings: A clear pathway to repositioning HK  

Recent events 
have  damaged 
HK’s brand… 

... but a clear 
pathway has 
emerged to 
successfully 
reposition HK 

The positioning 
must incorporate 
four elements: 
1. Hong Kong’s 

global nature 
and ability to 
innovate into the 
future

2. Hong Kong as a 
gateway to 
Mainland China 
and South East 
Asia

3. A focus on 
economics and 
lifestyle

4. Hong Kong as 
an exciting, 
attractive place 
to live 

To deliver that 
successfully, it 
will be crucial to 
separate 
security and 
politics from the 
main focus –
economics and 
lifestyle…

And it is vital for 
HKSARG to 
strengthen its 
communications 
eco-system to 
better deliver the 
message 



1 .  Q U A N T I T A T I V E  A N A L Y S I S



1. Quantitative: Contents

 Audience groups

 Context

 Brand attributes

 Economics & lifestyle 

 Positioning 

 Messaging



Started by defining four distinct audience groups 

• By creating an overall favourability index, a cluster analysis places all respondents into four main audience groups: 

- Most favourable to Hong Kong (AVAILABLE16%)

- Partially available but less receptive to messaging (PERIPHERAL 24.2%)

- Most unfavourable towards Hong Kong (UNREACHABLE 25.8%)

 Audience groups

- Available to a degree and receptive to messaging (IN-REACH 34%)



Strategy to increase favorability with reachable groups  

How audience groups factor into the strategy: 

1 Core objective to shift audience groups along the favourability
continuum

2

3

To achieve this, focus will be on issues where Hong Kong can change 
people’s minds

This means focusing resource on those groups that can be made 
available, i.e. ‘in-reach’ and ‘peripheral’ rather than wasting time on 
‘unreachable’… 

4 … And it means leveraging ‘available’ audiences that are easily 
accessed and receptive  











Respondents believe unrest threatens HK’s future 

NO THREAT THREAT

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Social Unrest – Affect Future | ALL MARKETS

MARKET

France Italy
United 

States of 
America

Germany
United 
Arab 

Emirates
Canada United 

Kingdom All South 
Korea Australia Thailand Indonesia Vietnam Singapore Japan

+6 -20 -22 -24 -36 -38 -42 -44 -44 -50 -56 -60 -66 -76 -78

Q  In your opinion, does the social unrest threaten Hong Kong's future as a successful global city, or not?

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Social Unrest – Affect Future | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

MARKET

AVAILABLE IN-REACH PERIPHERAL UNREACHABLE

-32 -32 -42 -56



Many ‘in reach’ audiences have low awareness of unrest

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Social Unrest - Awareness | ALL MARKETS

MARKET

Thailand Singapore Vietnam South 
Korea

United 
Arab 

Emirates
Indonesia Germany All Australia Italy United 

Kingdom France Canada Japan
United 

States of 
America

+23 +20 +20 +10 +9 +8 -3 -5 -7 -12 -16 -18 -32 -32 -40

Q  There has been intermittent social unrest in Hong Kong starting around June 2019 and carrying on into the present  How closely have you followed news about the unrest?

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Social Unrest - Awareness | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

MARKET

AVAILABLE IN-REACH PERIPHERAL UNREACHABLE

+18 -22 -14 +10

VERY CLOSELY NOT AT ALL



… As well as limited awareness of the NSL

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: National Security Law – Awareness | ALL MARKETS

MARKET

Singapore Vietnam Japan South 
Korea Thailand Germany Indonesia All Australia

United 
Arab 

Emirates

United 
Kingdom Italy Canada France

United 
States of 
America

+45 +39 +34 +29 +24 +14 +10 +4 -7 -7 -7 -19 -25 -29 -44

Q  Have you seen or heard anything about a law which China recently passed for Hong Kong, known as the National Security Law?

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: National Security Law - Awareness | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

MARKET

AVAILABLE IN-REACH PERIPHERAL UNREACHABLE

+8 -19 +1 +35

YES NO



Context: Key takeaways 

• Despite recent events there is a significant pool of people across 
target markets which Hong Kong can reach

• However, social unrest is driving low favourability and this is impacting 
on Hong Kong’s attractiveness as a destination



• Brand attributes: What we tested 

Question: 
“From what you know, how well does each of the following statements 
describe Hong Kong today?”

Existing brand attributes: Cosmopolitan, Secure, Dynamic, Diverse, Connected

Others: 
Free ,Enterprising, Innovative, Growing, Energetic, Characterful, Optimistic, 
Confident, Determined, Resilient, Exciting, Democratic, Stable, Quality Living, 
Excellent, Safe







Brand attributes: Key takeaways

• Damage has been done to the brand, in particular the idea of Hong 
Kong as ‘secure’, ‘stable’ and ‘safe’

• Some aspects of the brand can be rehabilitated – e.g. ‘secure’, ‘safe’ –
whereas others – e.g. ‘free’, ’democratic’ – may be less easy to shift 

• Opportunity to leverage specific attributes – e.g. ‘innovative’, 
‘enterprising’, ‘growing’, ‘exciting’ 



• Economics & lifestyle: What we tested 

Question: 
“From what you know, how well does each of the following statements describe 
Hong Kong today?

1. Rule of Law 7. Ease of Repatriating Profits

2. Independence of the Judiciary 8. Access to the Rest of Asia

3. Regulations 9. A Safe Environment in which to Live

4. Easy Access to Capital 10. Rich Cultural and Entertainment Options

5. Financial and Business Infrastructure 11. An Exciting and Attractive Place to Live and Work

6. Availability of a Skilled Workforce
12. Ease of Establishing New Businesses

13. Taxation

“Economic & Lifestyle Attributes: 



Overall, HK considered a good place to do business / invest

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Economic Reputation – A Place to Invest | ALL MARKETS

MARKET

Thailand
United 
Arab 

Emirates
Indonesia Italy

United 
States of 
America

France Vietnam United 
Kingdom All Canada Germany Australia Singapore Japan South 

Korea

+76 +58 +56 +52 +44 +40 +36 +34 +32 +28 +14 +14 +8 +2 -18

Q  Overall, is Hong Kong currently a good place to do business and invest, or not?

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Economic Reputation – A Place to Invest | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

MARKET

AVAILABLE IN-REACH PERIPHERAL UNREACHABLE

+72 +52 +30 -18

YES NO



But respondents less positive on direction of travel

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Economic Reputation – Right/Wrong Direction | ALL MARKETS

MARKET

Thailand Indonesia
United 
Arab 

Emirates
Vietnam Italy France All

United 
States of 
America

Canada United 
Kingdom Australia Singapore Germany South 

Korea Japan

+59 +52 +44 +39 +19 +2 +1 -5 -15 -21 -22 -26 -34 -39 -44

Q  How would you rate the direction in which Hong Kong is currently moving as a place to do business and invest?

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Economic Reputation – Right/Wrong Direction | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

MARKET

AVAILABLE IN-REACH PERIPHERAL UNREACHABLE

+64 +20 -3 -60

RIGHT DIRECTION WRONG DIRECTION



… And even less positive on the future

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Economic Reputation – Future | ALL MARKETS

MARKET

Indonesia Thailand
United 
Arab 

Emirates
Vietnam Italy France All

United 
States of 
America

United 
Kingdom Canada Australia Germany Singapore Japan South 

Korea

+49 +46 +37 +16 +4 -2 -5 -5 -17 -18 -20 -20 -34 -53 -60

Q  Looking ahead, how confident are you that Hong Kong will remain a good place to do business and invest in five years from now?

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Economic Reputation – Future | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

MARKET

AVAILABLE IN-REACH PERIPHERAL UNREACHABLE

+59 +11 -15 -57

VERY CONFIDENT NOT CONFIDENT AT ALL



HK’s economic trajectory less certain

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLES: Hong Kong’s Reputation as a Place to Invest and do Business | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL

CURRENT SITUATION

Q  Overall, is Hong Kong currently a good place to do business and 
invest?

AVAILABLE +72

IN-REACH +52

PERIPHERAL +30

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

Q  How would you rate the direction in which Hong Kong is currently 
moving as a place to do business 

and invest?

AVAILABLE +64

IN-REACH +20

PERIPHERAL -3

THE FUTURE

Q  Looking ahead, how confident are you that Hong Kong will 
remain a good place to do business and invest in five years from 

now?

AVAILABLE +59

IN-REACH +11

PERIPHERAL -15

21 3





Important not to forget lifestyle proposition

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Lifestyle Attributes | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

Q  From what you know or from your perception of Hong Kong, how much easier or harder is this to do in Hong Kong than in the city where you currently live?

MARKET

Lifestyle Attributes

AVEEat at a good 
restaurant

Attend world-class 
events

Visit the theatre or a 
museum

Get exercise outdoors Spend time at the 
beach

Visit a nature reserve

AVAILABLE +58 +55 +52 +40 +35 +37 +46

IN-REACH +30 +24 +22 +6 +1 +2 +14

PERIPHERAL +24 +13 +9 -10 -9 -13 +2

UNREACHABLE +11 -7 -15 -37 -31 -34 -19

MUCH EASIER MUCH HARDER





Economics & lifestyle: Key takeaways

• Certain attributes crucial to Hong Kong’s reputation that must be 
addressed, including rule of law and the independence of the judiciary

• However, certain attributes rank well – e.g. exciting place to live and 
work and can be leveraged to reinforce positioning as an economic 
and lifestyle destination



• Positioning: What we tested 

Question: 
“From what you know, how well does each of the following statements describe 
Hong Kong today?”

‘Asia’s world city - Where people from all over the world invest, do business and live.'

‘Perfectly positioned between East and West - Connecting world investment capital with Mainland China’s economic growth.’

‘The gateway to South East Asia - A city that provides access to markets and business opportunities throughout South East Asia.’

‘The gateway to Mainland China - A city that provides access to markets and business opportunities in Mainland China.’

‘A key part of the Greater Bay Area - Merging Guangdong, Macao and Hong Kong into one of the most dynamic, fastest growing regions on earth.’

‘Where the world moves ahead - A city that leads the world in developing new ways of doing business, connecting people and ideas from across the globe.’

‘The future hub of China’s Belt and Road Initiative  - The best place to plug into the next era of the global economy.’

Postitioning Statements: 





Overwhelmingly net ‘positive’ across all position statements

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Positioning Statements | AVAILABLE, IN-REACH, PERIPHERAL, UNREACHABLE

Q  From what you know, how well does each of the following statements describe Hong Kong today?

MARKET

Positioning Statement

AVEThe gateway to 
Mainland China Asia’s World City The gateway to 

South East Asia

Perfectly 
positioned 

between East and 
West

A key part of the 
Greater Bay Area

Where the world 
moves ahead

The future hub of 
China’s Belt and 
Road Initiative

AVAILABLE +66 +70 +66 +66 +66 +62 +59 +65

IN-REACH +37 +37 +33 +33 +32 +26 +18 +31

PERIPHERAL +26 +27 +27 +25 +23 +11 +3 +20

UNREACHABLE +14 +9 +8 +7 +5 -17 -19 +1

ACCURATE INACCURATE



And similar when broken down by country 

ACCURATE INACCURATE

NET SCORES SUMMARY TABLE: Positioning Statements | ALL MARKETS

Q  From what you know, how well does each of the following statements describe Hong Kong today?

MARKET

Positioning Statement

AVEThe gateway to 
Mainland China Asia’s World City The gateway to South 

East Asia

Perfectly positioned 
between East and 

West

A key part of the 
Greater Bay Area

Where the world 
moves ahead

The future hub of 
China’s Belt and Road 

Initiative

Indonesia +69 +67 +64 +72 +71 +51 +59 +65

Thailand +55 +53 +50 +52 +57 +52 +49 +53

United Arab Emirates +51 +52 +53 +49 +55 +51 +41 +50

Italy +38 +42 +44 +38 +33 +35 +22 +36

France +40 +29 +39 +34 +37 +27 +20 +32

Vietnam +40 +31 +21 +45 +48 +16 +12 +30

All +32 +32 +30 +29 +29 +18 +12 +26

Germany +35 +33 +41 +20 +29 +11 -1 +24

Australia +33 +30 +28 +30 +23 +13 +6 +23

Canada +33 +31 +28 +25 +23 +10 +2 +22

United Kingdom +28 +29 +25 +25 +17 +11 +2 +20

United States of America +26 +26 +23 +13 +17 +10 +2 +17

Singapore +14 +2 -8 +11 +17 -8 -13 +2

South Korea +4 +20 +12 +13 -8 -13 -22 +1

Japan -11 +3 0 -11 -17 -21 -30 -12



Positioning: Key takeaways 

• Clear need to maintain association with Mainland China but to separate politics 
and security from economics and lifestyle

• Four elements to the positioning that are required: 1. HK as a global city; 2. HK as 
a gateway to Mainland China and SE Asia; 3. HK as a world leader; and 4. HK as an 
exciting place to live and work.



• Messaging: What we tested

Question: Is this message very convincing, quite convincing, not that convincing or not convincing at all as a reason to feel optimistic about Hong Kong? 

 The national security law has enabled the government to maintain order and bring peace to the city. Now Hong Kong can get on with business.

 Hong Kong’s integration with the Greater Bay Area gives it the opportunity to be the capital of a new dynamic mega city, trading throughout Mainland China and South East Asia.

 Hong Kong has dealt with many challenges in the past and has always gone on to prosper. The 2019-2020 protests are no different. Hong Kong is resilient and will grow now that peace has 
been restored.

 While the nature of the government and legal system in Hong Kong may change, its depth of character and cultural richness will always make it an exciting and desirable place to live.

 Hong Kong’s economic fundamentals, including first-rate infrastructure and a highly skilled work force, means that it will remain resilient to political turmoil and continue to prosper.

 In tackling the COVID-19 outbreak, Hong Kong has been adopting the right approach of suppress and lift, on the basis of scientific evidence, which strikes a balance among public health, 
economic impact and social acceptance.

 With one of the world’s most open and best-performing economies, Hong Kong is home to the world's second largest stock exchange and a stomping ground for some of the most promising 
entrepreneurs in the world. If you're a doer, it's time to get in on the action.



 Hong Kong brings together the growth of Mainland China and capital investment from the West. With 60% of foreign direct investment in and out of Mainland China already channeled 
through Hong Kong, it is the epicentre of East and West growth dynamism. No city in the world is better placed to tap into the best from the East and the West..

 Hong Kong is Asia’s world city, a free and dynamic society where creativity and entrepreneurship converge. Strategically located in the heart of Asia, it is a cosmopolitan city offering global 
connectivity, security and rich diversity, and is home to a unique network of people who celebrate excellence and quality living.

 Hong Kong has always shown resilience in the face of challenges and continues to take bold steps to lead the world into the next chapter. This resilient, entrepreneurial spirit never ceases.

 Hong Kong is the port of call to connect to the Belt and Road Initiative as it establishes the physical and digital infrastructure needed to fuel growth in ASEAN, Asia and beyond. That makes 
Hong Kong the best place to plug into the next era of the global economy.

 Hong Kong has been part of China since ancient times. But the Basic Law of Hong Kong, which was adopted by China on April 4, 1990, makes it clear that this is a special administrative region 
enjoying a high degree of autonomy. This, together with the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ principle, which China adopted and is committed to, preserves the Hong Kong dollar as legal tender, 
protects the free flow of capital, allows Hong Kong to maintain a simple and low tax system and guarantees our long-established and trusted common law system. This is key to our success 
and will continue to drive us forward as we maintain the prosperity and stability of Hong Kong and meet the needs of our citizens.

 Hong Kong is Asia’s most established business capital. Its rock-solid legal foundation and deep-rooted commercial culture makes Hong Kong the safest entry point to the world's fastest 
growing region.

 Hong Kong’s closer recent relationship with Mainland China is an advantage, it gives it greater access to what will soon be the world's largest economy, while at the same time preserving its 
international connections.

 While recent changes may have caused some Western businesses to relocate, most will remain, while access to the dynamic economy of Mainland China will leave Hong Kong more 
prosperous in the future.



Messaging – average ranking across all markets

SUMMARY TABLE: Message Testing Ranking | ALL MARKETS

Q  Is this message very convincing, quite convincing, not that convincing or not convincing at all as a reason to feel optimistic about Hong Kong? 

RANK NETT MESSAGE

1 +24

Hong Kong has been part of China since ancient times. But the Basic Law of Hong Kong, which was adopted by China on April 4, 1990, makes it clear that this is a special administrative region enjoying a high degree of autonomy. 
This, together with the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ principle, which China adopted and is committed to, preserves the Hong Kong dollar as legal tender, protects the free flow of capital, allows Hong Kong to maintain a simple and 
low tax system and guarantees our long-established and trusted common law system. This is key to our success and will continue to drive us forward as we maintain the prosperity and stability of Hong Kong and meet the needs of 
our citizens.

2 +21 Hong Kong brings together the growth of Mainland China and capital investment from the West. With 60% of foreign direct investment in and out of Mainland China already channelled through Hong Kong, it is the epicentre of 
East and West growth dynamism. No city in the world is better placed to tap into the best from the East and the West.

3 +19 Hong Kong is Asia’s world city, a free and dynamic society where creativity and entrepreneurship converge. Strategically located in the heart of Asia, it is a cosmopolitan city offering global connectivity, security and rich diversity, 
and is home to a unique network of people who celebrate excellence and quality living.

4 +18 Hong Kong has always shown resilience in the face of challenges and continues to take bold steps to lead the world into the next chapter. This resilient, entrepreneurial spirit never ceases.

T5 +15 In tackling the COVID-19 outbreak, Hong Kong has been adopting the right approach of suppress and lift, on the basis of scientific evidence, which strikes a balance among public health, economic impact and social acceptance.

T5 +15 With one of the worlds most open and best-performing economies, Hong Kong is home to the world's second largest stock exchange and a stomping ground for some of the most promising entrepreneurs in the world. If you're a 
doer, it's time to get in on the action.

6 +14 Hong Kong is Asia’s most established business capital. Its rock-solid legal foundation and deep-rooted commercial culture makes Hong Kong the safest entry point to the worlds fastest growing region.

7 +13 Hong Kong’s integration with the Greater Bay Area gives it the opportunity to be the capital of a new dynamic mega city, trading throughout Mainland China and South East Asia.

8 +12 Hong Kong is the port of call to connect to the Belt and Road Initiative as it establishes the physical and digital infrastructure needed to fuel growth in ASEAN, Asia and beyond. That makes Hong Kong the best place to plug into 
the next era of the global economy.

9 +10 Hong Kong’s economic fundamentals, including first-rate infrastructure and a highly skilled work force, means that it will remain resilient to political turmoil and continue to prosper.

10 +4 Hong Kong has dealt with many challenges in the past and has always gone on to prosper. The 2019-2020 protests are no different. Hong Kong is resilient and will grow now that peace has been restored.

11 -1 While the nature of the government and legal system in Hong Kong may change, its depth of character and cultural richness will always make it an exciting and desirable place to live.

12 -4 Hong Kong’s closer recent relationship with Mainland China is an advantage, it gives it greater access to what will soon be the worlds largest economy, while at the same time preserving its international connections.

13 -5 While recent changes may have caused some Western businesses to relocate, most will remain, while access to the dynamic economy of Mainland China will leave Hong Kong more prosperous in the future.

14 -17 The national security law has enabled the government to maintain order and bring peace to the city. Now Hong Kong can get on with business.



Messaging: Key takeaways 

• For the purposes of doing business and lifestyle, ‘one country, two systems’ still represents a 
positive message

• Association with Mainland China is double-edged

• Political and security-based messaging is unpopular



2. Qualitative: Contents

 Method 

 Thematic analysis





Three main themes were investigated

PRESENT: This theme is centred on the last two years, and Hong Kong’s contemporary
problems are much more front of mind. Understandably, there is more negative sentiment.

PAST: Discussions with respondents focused on their perceptions of the key building blocks of
Hong Kong’s economic, social and political story over the last three decades. This
retrospective theme is mostly very positive.

FUTURE: Respondents were asked to gaze into their crystal balls. This theme is a lot more
speculative, with the result that responses are more mixed and more uncertain.









Internal ecosystem: Overview

• Approach and methodology

• Research findings

• Core outcomes



















A refreshed brand must reflect a new, bold vision for HK

• Outdated image lacking traction to mobilise support

• Acceptance that Hong Kong must refresh the brand and adopt a new vision 

• Bolder communication is required to counter negativity

• Clearer messaging required on the big issues

2. Future vision 

Desire to see a new, bolder vision for Hong Kong



S T R A T E G I C  I M P L I C A T I O N S



What does the research mean for Relaunch Hong Kong? 

• First, there has been significant brand damage to Hong Kong as a destination. That brand damage is driven by social unrest and 
uncertainties over instability

• Hong Kong is no longer associated with some key attributes that underpinned its reputation as a business  and investment 
hub, i.e. ‘safety’, ‘democratic’ and ‘free’

• This requires Hong Kong to take decisions and drive messages that can reposition the city and make a positive case for the future

• The central question about Hong Kong’s future positioning involves it’s relationship with Mainland China. Association with 
Mainland China as a growing economy is positive. However, there are also uncertainties about Beijing’s growing influence in Hong 
Kong

• Therefore Hong Kong’s positioning needs to involve a fundamental separation between politics and security, and Hong Kong as 
an economics and lifestyle destination

• That positioning should involve four elements: 1. Hong Kong’s global nature and ability to innovate into the future, 2. Hong 
Kong’s as a gateway to Mainland China and South East Asia, 3. A focus on economics and lifestyle, and 4. Hong Kong as an 
exciting, attractive place to live 

• In order to deliver that positioning, there are some necessary conditions:  1. Both policy and communications must be consistent in 
separating politics and economics. 2. There needs to be a more coherent communications ecosystem 3. Strategy and the structural 
changes need to be owned and driven by senior leadership.



ENDS


